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Interview Questions for Eddie & Tamara “Taj” George 
Authors of Married For Real: Building a Loving, Powerful Life Together 

____           ___ 
 

This book is our chance to show people that perfect is unrealistic. 
But while we’re not perfect, we do have a great relationship, 

and you can have one too, even if it doesn’t seem that way at the moment. 
We’re just two people with very hectic lives who are in love 

and want to make our love work, day by day. 
Yes, it takes a little work, but a great relationship is  
worth so much more than any effort you put into it. 

. _____________ ___ 
  

• You both bring a background of superstar careers to the table: Eddie, as a successful 
NFL running back, and Taj, as a successful singer in one of the top pop/R&B groups, 
SWV. And here you are writing a book about relationships. Are you experts on 
relationships? 
 

• Your book shares gut-level honest stories about yourselves and your relationship.  Is this 
because you want to give hope that a great relationship is possible, no matter how 
difficult things start out? 
 

• Your book offers a set of six relationship rules for building a loving marriage.  Explain 
why you put “find and polish the real YOU” at the top of the list. 
 

• Do you believe that placing an overemphasis on the physical side of a relationship early 
on simply invites trouble?  Why? 
 

• You write that relationships fail because of time, more than anything else.  How do you 
make time for each other when you have two high-powered careers? 

 
• An entire chapter of your book is devoted to faith.  How did faith form a foundation for 

your relationship?  And how does it still strengthen your marriage? 
 

• You’ve been in unique situations with dual incomes, sometimes not on the same level.  
What advice do you have for couples when one spouse makes a great deal more than 
the other? 
 

• You save a final rule, “live the power of one,” for last.  Is that a practice or a goal?  And 
have you arrived there yet? 
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